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ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: COLUMBIA GENERATING STATION, DOCKET NO. 50-397
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
LICENSE RENEWAL APPLICATION

References: 1) Letter, G02-1 0-11, dated January 19, 2010, WS Oxenford (Energy
Northwest) to NRC, "License Renewal Application"

2) Letter dated September 21, 2010, NRC to SK Gambhir (Energy
Northwest), "Request for Additional Information for the Review of the
Columbia Generating Station, License Renewal Application (TAC NO.
3058)," (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 02530645)

3) Letter dated August 26, 2010, NRC to SK Gambhir (Energy Northwest),
"Request for Additional Information for the Review of the Columbia
Generating Station, License Renewal Application (TAC NO. 3058),"
(ADAMS Accession No. ML102300229)

Dear Sir or Madam:

By Reference 1, Energy Northwest requested the renewal of the Columbia Generating
Station (Columbia) operating license. Via Reference 2, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) requested additional information related to the Energy Northwest
submittal.

Transmitted herewith in the Attachment is the Energy Northwest response to the
Request for Additional Information (RAI) contained in Reference 2. Enclosure 1
contains Amendment 16 to the Columbia License Renewal Application. No new
commitments are included in this response. Two revised commitments are reflected in
the changes to Table A-1 in this amendment.
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In Reference 3, the NRC included an RAI (B.2.32-4) about inaccessible cables. Before
Energy Northwest responded to that RAI, the NRC staff revised the RAI in Reference 2.
Energy Northwest did not respond to the RAI in the response to Reference 3 because the
response to the revised RAI is included in this letter.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact Abbas Mostala
at (509) 377-4197.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
the date of this letter.

Re, ectfully,

S'G6 a'bhir

Vice President, Engineering

Attachment: Response to Request for Additional Information

Enclosure: License Renewal Application Amendment 16

cc: NRC Region IV Administrator
NRC NRR Project Manager
NRC Senior Resident Inspector/988C
EFSEC Manager
RN Sherman - BPA/1 399
WA Horin - Winston & Strawn
EH Gettys - NRC NRR (w/a)
BE Holian - NRC NRR
RR Cowley - WDOH
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
"Request for Additional Information for the Review of the Columbia Generating Station,

License Renewal Application,"
(ADAMS Accession No. ML102530645)

Aboveground Steel Tanks Aging Management Program Follow-up Request

for Additional Information (RAI)

RAI B.2.1-3

Background:

RAI B.2.1-1 requested the applicant to justify why there are no apparent compensatory
inspections to detect potential corrosion of the tank bottom surface of the condensate
storage tanks due to water and moisture intrusion penetrating the tank and concrete
interface given that there is no sealant or caulking at this interface edge as
recommended by Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) aging management program
(AMP) XI.M29. In its response dated August 26, 2010, the applicant stated that the
condensate storage tanks have a preventive maintenance task to perform a visual and
ultrasonic thickness measurement of the tank bottoms every ten years.

Issue:

The staff lacks sufficient information to evaluate that, given the lack of sealant or
caulking at the interface between the tank and concrete foundation, whether the ten
year frequency of the preventive maintenance task is adequate to detect degradation
before it impacts the ability of the tank to meet its current licensing basis function(s).

Request:

Provide additional justification supporting a ten year frequency for performing the
tank bottom inspection preventive maintenance activity (e.g., plant-specific operating
experience from previous inspections).

Energy Northwest Response:

The frequency of the preventive maintenance task for internal inspection of the
condensate storage tanks, which does not currently include ultrasonic thickness
inspection of the tank bottom, is 10 years. Plant operating experience indicates no
internal degradation of the condensate storage tanks, which supports the current
interval of the preventive maintenance task. Ultrasonic thickness measurement of the
tank bottom is being added to the existing preventive maintenance inspection activity,
but has not yet been performed. As such, there is no operating experience that
supports the specified interval for the tank bottom ultrasonic thickness inspection.
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The tank bottom ultrasonic thickness inspection will be performed prior to the period of
extended operation and will serve as the baseline examination to justify the frequency of
subsequent tank bottom ultrasonic thickness inspections. The frequency of the tank
bottom ultrasonic thickness inspection will be shortened if needed, dependent upon the
baseline inspection results.

Columbia License Renewal Application (LRA) Section A.1.2.1, Table A-i, item 1, and
Section B.2.1 are revised in Amendment 16 for clarification and to include the
commitments stated above.

Compressed Air monitoring

RAI B.2.2-3

Background:

GALL Report Table 3, line item 53 indicates that steel piping, piping components,
and piping elements exposed to condensation can undergo loss of material due to
corrosion, and GALL AMP XI.M24, "Compressed Air Monitoring" is recommended for
managing the aging effect. Furthermore, the GALL AMP XI.M24 recommends the
use of visual inspections, air quality monitoring, etc., to verify proper operation of the
compressed air system and to ensure timely detection of loss of material due to
corrosion.

LRA Table 3.3.2-10, Row Numbers 5,7,9, and 11 indicate that steel piping and valve
bodies internally exposed to dried air are not subject to aging effects that require
management. The LRA references the GALL Report item VII.J-22 for consistency
and attributes the AMR results to AMP B.2.2, Air Quality Sampling Program. In
addition, the LRA states that AMP B.2.2 is an existing, plant-specific program and
includes periodic sampling for air quality in the Control Air System. The LRA also
states that the other portions of GALL AMP XI.M24 are not applicable.

Issue:

As discussed in the references included in GALL AMP XI.M24, aging effects such as
loss of material due to corrosion have been a contributor to compressed air system
failures. While AMP B.2.2 performs periodic air quality sampling, the LRA does not
provide sufficient detail for the staff to understand how a dried air (internal)
environment will be maintained and/or verified for compressed air system related
piping, piping components, and piping elements in the event that the air driers were
isolated or bypassed due to a system perturbation, to support maintenance activities,
or during an outage.
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Request:

For compressed air system related piping, piping components, and piping elements
identified as being exposed to a "dried air (internal)" environment, describe how a dried
air environment will be maintained and/or verified in the event that the air driers were
isolated or bypassed due to a system perturbation, to support maintenance activities, or
during an outage.

Energy Northwest Response:

As stated in LRA Table 3.3.2-10, "Aging Management Review Results - Control Air
System," the steel piping and valve bodies internally exposed to dried air are not subject
to aging effects that require management.

The Air Quality Sampling Program ensures that the Control Air System (CAS) remains
dry and free of contaminants, thereby validating the aging management review
conclusion that there are no aging effects that require management. The Air Quality
Sampling Program is a combination prevention and condition monitoring program. The
program is based on existing commitments to NRC Generic Letter 88-14 and comprises
periodic air quality sampling and corresponding actions to remove moisture and
particulates from the CAS system.

The NRC has accepted Energy Northwest responses to GL 88-14, including the
commitment to continue air quality sampling, with no other monitoring/inspection
activities required.

The CAS (Instrument Air) system incorporates two 100% capacity air dryer skids
arranged in parallel to facilitate on-line maintenance or dryer outages. A moisture
indicating instrument is located immediately after the air dryers to provide local
indication of instrument air dew point. The local indication is contained in the
Equipment Operator rounds and recorded. The device also provides an alarm to the
main control room should moisture levels rise above a predetermined value.

Additionally the Air Quality Sampling Program includes periodic air sampling (for
particulates, hydrocarbons and dew point) of the CAS to ensure acceptable air quality
and corresponding actions. In the event the CAS acceptance criteria are not met, the
procedure directs entering the failure into the corrective action program which drives
actions to reduce the dew point.

The desiccant dryers prevent the failure or malfunction of system components from
moisture induced corrosion. The dryer on each skid is a heatless regenerative twin
tower desiccant type which dries through one tower while the other is regenerating.
One skid is normally in operation while the other skid is in standby.
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Generic RAI on Submerged Inaccessible Low Voltage Cables

Revised B.2.32-4 -this replaces B.2.32-4 from letter ML 102300229 dated August
26,2010

Background:

NUREG-1 801, Rev. 1, "Generic Aging Lessons Learned," (the GALL Report) addresses
inaccessible medium voltage cables in Aging Management Program (AMP) XI.E3,
"Inaccessible Medium Voltage Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 Environmental
Qualification Requirements." The purpose of this program is to provide reasonable
assurance that the intended functions of inaccessible medium voltage cables (2 kV to
35 kV), that are not subject to environmental qualification requirements of 10 CFR 50.49
and are exposed to adverse localized environments caused by moisture while
energized, will be maintained consistent with the current licensing basis. The scope of
the program applies to inaccessible (in conduits, cable trenches, cable troughs, duct
banks, underground vaults or direct buried installations) medium voltage cables within
the scope of license renewal that are subject to significant moisture simultaneously with
significant voltage.

The application of AMP XI.E3 to medium voltage cables was based on the operating
experience available at the time Revision 1 of the GALL Report was developed.
However, recently identified industry operating experience indicates that the presence
of water or moisture can be a contributing factor in inaccessible power cables failures at
lower service voltages (480V to 2kV). Applicable operating experience (OE) was
identified in licensee responses to Generic Letter (GL) 2007-01, "Inaccessible or
Underground Power Cable Failures that Disable Accident Mitigation Systems or Cause
Plant Transients," which included failures of power cable operating at service voltages
of less than 2kV where water was considered a contributing factor.

Recently identified industry operating, provided by the NRC licensees in response to GL
2007-01, has shown that there is an increasing trend of cable failures with length in
service beginning in the 6 th through 10 th years of operation and also that moisture
intrusion is the predominant factor contributing to cable failure. The staff has
determined, based on the review of the cable failure distribution, that annual inspection
of manholes and cable testing frequency of at least every 6 years is a conservative
approach to ensuring the operability of power cables and, therefore, should be
considered.

In addition, recently identified industry operating experience has shown that some NRC
licensees may experience events, such as flooding or heavy rain, that subjects cables
within the scope of program for GALL Report XI.E3 to significant moisture. The staff
has determined that event driven inspections, in addition to a 1 year periodic inspection
frequency, is a conservative approach and, therefore, should be considered.
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Issue:

The staff has concluded, based on recently identified industry operating experience
concerning the failure of inaccessible low voltage power cables (480v to 2kV) in the
presence of significant moisture, that these cables can potentially experience age
related degradation. The staff noted that the applicant's Inaccessible Medium-Voltage
Cables Program does not address inaccessible low voltage power cables (400V
(Nominally 480V) to 2kV inclusive). In addition, increased cable test and inspection
frequencies (6 and 1 years respectively) should be evaluated to ensure that the
Inaccessible Medium Voltage Program test and inspection frequencies reflect industry
and plant-specific operating experience and that test and inspection frequencies may be
increased based on future industry and plant-specific operating experience.

Request:

1. Provide a summary of your evaluation of recently identified industry operating
experience and any plant-specific operating experience concerning
inaccessible low voltage power cable failures within the scope of license
renewal (not subject to 10 CFR 50.49 environmental qualification
requirements), and how this operating experience applies to the need for
additional aging management activities at your plant for such cables.

2. Provide a discussion of how CGS will manage the effects of aging on
inaccessible low voltage power cables within the scope of license renewal and
subject to aging management review; with consideration of recently identified
industry operating experience and any plant-specific operating experience. The
discussion should include assessment of your AMP description, program
elements (i.e., scope of program, parameters monitored/inspected, detection of
aging effects, and corrective actions), and Final Safety Analysis Report summary
description to demonstrate reasonable assurance that the intended functions of
inaccessible low voltage power cables subject to adverse localized environments
will be maintained consistent with the current licensing basis through the period
of extended operation.

3. Provide an evaluation showing that the Inaccessible Medium Voltage Program
test and inspection frequencies, including event driven inspections, incorporate
recent industry and plant-specific operating experience for both inaccessible low
and medium voltage cable. Discuss how the Inaccessible Medium Voltage
Program will ensure that future industry and plant-specific operating experience
will be incorporated into the program such that inspection and test frequencies
may be increased based on test and inspection results.

Energy Northwest Response:

Based on industry cable operating experience (OE) and plant specific manhole
water OE, Energy Northwest has determined that the addition of cables operated at or
above 400 volts (V) to the aging management program is prudent. Testing of the cables
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that are in-scope of this program every six years is reasonable and allows for trending
of test data (although the ability to trend is dependent on the specific type of test).
Inspection for water in the in-scope manholes is warranted at least annually and after
events that could cause water to accumulate to the level of the installed cables or
conduit. The scope and testing and inspection frequency changes will provide
reasonable assurance that the cables covered by this program will continue to perform
their required functions during the period of extended operation.

Amendment 16 to the LRA to include inaccessible lower service voltage (400 V to 2 kV)
power cables in the Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49
EQ Requirements Program is provided in the enclosure. The name of the program is
changed to reflect this inclusion.

1. With respect to recent industry operating experience concerning inaccessible
low-voltage power cable, the NRC Summary Report for Generic Letter 2007-01
("Inaccessible or Underground Power Cable Failures that Disable Accident
Mitigation Systems or Cause Plant Transients") was consulted in response to this
RAI. Figure 9 of the Summary Report indicates that a total of 269 power cable
failures were reported; of this total, 78 involved lower service voltage cables (6
failures for 460 V, 44 failures for 480 V, and 28 failures for 600 V service voltage
levels). For these failures, the NRC staff noted that water, physical damage,
general age-related degradation, and human error were contributors. The
predominant factor was general age-related degradation (Figure 23 of the
report). The information was presented in summary numerical fashion only - no
individual reports or attributes were evaluated or discussed. The summary
presents tabulated results only.

Review of the industry OE showed that there were two incidents identified
whereby an underground inaccessible 480 V cable had directly failed due to
moisture intrusion. These events occurred at Monticello (in June 1998) and at

Davis-Besse (in March 2005). A few other failures were identified for 480 V to
600 V cable (relative to suspected moisture intrusion), but the descriptions did
not clarify whether the cables were underground or whether the failures were
directly attributable to moisture intrusion. One such example (not recent) was the
failure of a control cable to an Essential Service Water Pump at Wolf Creek (in
September 1985), where moisture was suspected as a cause. The cable
location (whether routed underground or not) was not specified. Another more
recent example involved the failure (in May 2008) of a low-voltage (480 V) cable
for a sump pump motor at Cooper. The cable was submersed in water and
showed evidence of water intrusion. Further analysis identified that the cable
(when installed) had pre-existing surface damage and had been repaired with
Raychem patches. The cable also probably experienced some issues regarding
bend radius criteria. The cable was installed via a plant modification in
March 1998.
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Energy Northwest letter, G02-07-079, dated May 1, 2007, WS Oxenford (Energy
Northwest) to NRC, "Columbia Generating Station, Docket No. 50-397 Response
To Generic Letter 2007-01, "Inaccessible Or Underground Power Cable Failures
That Disable Accident Mitigation Systems Or Cause Plant Transients," provides a
history of inaccessible or underground power cable failures at Columbia for all
cables within the scope of 10 CFR 50.65 (the Maintenance Rule).

The Energy Northwest response to the generic letter detailed three cable failures
at the plant, none of which were within the scope of license renewal. The failures
involved two 480 V fan motor power cables (for the Circulating Water System)
and one 4160 V power cable (for Circulating Water pump motor 1C). The 480 V
fan motor power cables most likely failed due to cable damage during installation
and subsequent water intrusion (the cables were gouged on the outside, which
enabled the water intrusion). The 4160 V power cable failed due to ampacity
overheating effects which was attributed to improper de-rating (design issue).
There have been no in-scope medium-voltage and lower service voltage cable
failures at Columbia that were attributed to moisture related aging.

2. The "Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program" submitted in Section B.2.32 of the LRA addressed
medium-voltage cable (from 2 kV to 35 kV), to follow the recommendations of the
GALL Report, Revision 1. As discussed above, the AMP is re-named as the
"Inaccessible Power Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements
Program." Energy Northwest has revised this program in Amendment 16 to
address electrical power cables at lower service voltages in inaccessible
underground locations. The program, as changed, will manage the effects of
aging on inaccessible power cables within the scope of license renewal.

Because the program was compared with the GALL Report, Revision 1
attributes, Energy Northwest classified the inclusion of the 400 V to 2 kV circuits,
the change in cable testing frequency to six years, the change in water inspection
frequency to one year and includes event driven inspection, and the addition of
insulation resistance testing as enhancements for Columbia. The enclosed LRA
amendment addresses inaccessible underground lower service voltage power
cables because there have been no identified failures related to water at
Columbia of inaccessible aboveground 400V to 2 kV electrical power cables that
are within the scope of License Renewal, and because the Summary Report for
GL 2007-01 indicates that cable failures (those due to moisture intrusion or
submergence) are focused on underground routings through underground
conduit, concrete duct banks, cable trenches, cable troughs, and underground
vaults, or are directly buried.
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Since the GALL Report (Section XI.E3), draft Revision 2 was referenced for the
amendment, changes other than the inclusion of the lower voltage power cables
are included in LRA Amendment 16. "Significant voltage" is deleted from the
Program Scope. Another change is the addition of insulation resistance
(megger) testing for the 400 V to 2 kV cables. These cables are typically
unshielded and some of the tests, such as dissipation factor / power factor
testing and partial discharge testing, listed in the GALL Report, Revision 1, are
not appropriate for unshielded cable.

3. The test and inspection frequencies for the "Inaccessible Power Cables Not
Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements Program" are based on plant-specific
operating experience, informed by industry operating experience, as appropriate.
The industry operating experience for lower service voltage cables (400 V to
2 kV) is discussed in detail in response to RAI B.2.32-4, section 1.

Columbia has electrical manholes on site that contain medium and lower service
voltage cables that are within the scope of license renewal. There is not a
current program at Columbia to inspect the manholes for water. The manholes
within the scope of License Renewal (including those that contain 400 V and
above power cables) have been inspected (as part of the license renewal project
and as part of the development of an M-rule cable program) for water
accumulation to establish a baseline for future inspections. The inspections
occurred during the period of September 2007 to September 2010. There have
been three electrical manholes found with water accumulation: 1) in September
2009, manhole E8 was found with approximately 40" of standing water (some
cables had been submerged), 2) in September 2009, manhole E7 was found with
12-14" of standing water (no cables were submerged), and 3) in September
2010, manhole E44 was found completely full of water (all cables submerged).
Also, (in September 2009) manhole E4 had a trace of moisture on the floor edge.
All other manholes were completely dry (when inspected during the period of
September 2009 to September 2010). With the exceptions of manholes E7, E8
and E44, no standing water was found in the in-scope manholes inspected.
There was evidence of past water intrusion in some of the manholes, but there is
no indication that the water was ever high enough to contact the cables or enter
the conduits.

Water was drained from manholes E8 and. E7 and an examination of the interior
of the manholes did not provide positive evidence of the water entry point. E8 did
have damaged grout between the metal cover frame and the top slab of the
manhole. This grout has been repaired. This is a possible (and likely) location
for water entry as this grout line is at ground level. E8 has been re-inspected on
multiple occasions after the grout was repaired and found to be dry even after
heavy rain. The water accumulation in E8 was probably due to surface water
(rain and snow melt) accumulating over a long period of time (many years) and a
clogged French drain. E7 did not have the grout issue, but the water
accumulation was probably due to a clogged French drain.
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In addition, electrical hand hole HH-25 was found with 14" of water (in January
2010), but this hand hole contains only out of scope instrument cables and was
subsequently drained.

The configuration of manhole E44 is such that a ground-level cable trough enters
the manhole from the side (near the top), and is sloped down into the manhole
volume. The adjacent manhole (for the complementary electrical train), manhole
E43, which has the same configuration, was found completely dry. The water
accumulation in manhole E44 may have taken place over a long period of time,
but could also have been caused by an event such as heavy rain or testing of the
transformer fire protection system due to its configuration. Remedial actions for
manhole E44 have been initiated under the corrective action program and
include removal of the water and cleaning/repairing the French drain.

In summary, the electrical manholes at Columbia have been inspected in recent
years, and with three exceptions, were found to be dry. The climate and
hydrological conditions at Columbia minimize any long-term problems with water
accumulation, as the site receives an average precipitation of only approximately
6 inches, and the water table at the site is approximately 60 feet below ground
level. As the French drains remain open there should be no issue with rain or
snow melt accumulation. Therefore the frequency for inspections should be set
short enough so that data can be collected to determine how long it takes for
French drains to be clogged. It is also possible that an event could clog the
drains and cause excessive water accumulation. Therefore, inspections for
water should also be event driven.

Because only three manholes have been found to contain water (only two of
these had wetted cable), the frequency of manhole inspections within the
"Inaccessible Power Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements
Program" will be conducted at least annually with additional inspections due to
events (as applicable). This will provide reasonable assurance that water does
not accumulate to a level that would wet or submerge in-scope cable. Results of
future inspections under 10 CFR 50.65 and the "Inaccessible Power Cables Not
Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements Program" will be used to increase or
decrease the frequency of inspections and to add or eliminate event driven
inspections from the "Inaccessible Power Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49
EQ Requirements Program".

Even though there have been no in-scope medium-voltage and lower service
voltage cable failures at Columbia (attributed to moisture intrusion), the
frequency of cable testing within the revised "Inaccessible Power Cables Not
Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements Program" will be changed to 6 years
due to the experience of the industry.

As noted in the OE element of the LRA Section B.2.32, industry and plant-
specific operating experience will be applied to the program such that program
frequency may be adjusted, as required. Plant procedures require that
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Conditions Adverse to Quality are identified, reported to the appropriate level of
management, and subsequently corrected and that employees identify any issue
or condition using the Corrective Action Program (CAP). Plant procedures also
require that events or conditions at other stations be screened for OE applicable
to Energy Northwest and those identified as potentially applicable are reviewed
and assigned appropriate actions. Source documents that are reviewed include,
but are not limited to: NRC Bulletins, Information Notices, Generic Letters and
Regulatory Issues Summaries, 10 CFR 21 Reports and INPO documents and
vendor information. Those external OE that are identified as potentially
applicable are entered into the CAP.
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License Renewal Application
Amendment 16

Section No. Page No. RAI Response

Table 2.5-1 2.5-10 B.2.32-4
Row 3

3.6.2.1.1 3.6-2 B.2.32-4

3.6.2.1.1 3.6-3 B.2.32-4

Table 3.6.1Tae 3.6.1-4 3.6-12 B.2.32-4Item 3.6.1-04

Table 3.6.2-1Row 4 3.6-21 B.2.32-4Row 4

Table 3.6.1 3.6-29 B.2.32-4
Note 0610

Appendix A A-4 B.2.32-4
TOC

A.1.2.1 A-8 B.2.1-3

A.1.2.32 A-18 B.2.32-4

A.1.2.32 A-18a B.2.32-4

Table A-i A-42 B.2.1-3
Item 1

Table A-i A-54 B.2.32-4
Item 32

Appendix B B-4 B.2.32-4
TOC

Table B-iNo. B-1 B-16. B.2.32-4No. XI.E3

Table B-2 B-22 B.2.32-4
Row 7

B.2.1 B-26 B.2.1-3

C-
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License Renewal Application
Amendment 16

Section No. Page No. RAI Response

B.2.1 B-27 B.2.1-3

B.2.1 B-28 B.2.1-3

B.2.1 B-29 B.2.1-3

B.2.32 B-132 B.2.32-4

B-2.32 B-133 B.2.32-4

B-2.32 B-133a B.2.32-4

B.2.32 B-134 B.2.32-4

B.2.32 B-134a B.2.32-4

B.2.32 B-135 B.2.32-4

B.2.32 B-135a B.2.32-4
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Technical Information

Table 2.5-1
Electrical and Instrumentation and Control Systems
Components Subject to Aging Management Review

Component and Commodity Group Intended Function
(as defined in Table 2.0-1)

Non-Environmentally Qualified Insulated Cables and Conduct Electricity
Connections

Non-Environmentally Qualified Low-Current Instrument Conduct Electricity
Cables and Connections

Non-Environmentally Qualified Medit-m-te Power Conduct Electricity
Cables [greater than or equal to 400 Volts (- 400 V)

Cable Connections (metallic parts) Conduct Electricity

Fuse Holders (insulation, metallic clamp) Conduct Electricity

Metal-Enclosed Bus, Non-Segregated Conduct Electricity
(bus and connections)

Metal-Enclosed Bus, Non-Segregated Support (Structural)
(enclosure assemblies)

Metal-Enclosed Bus, Non-Segregated Insulation
(insulation and insulators)

Switchyard Bus and Connections Conduct Electricity

Transmission Conductors and Connections Conduct Electricity

Uninsulated Ground Conductors and Connections Conduct Electricity

High-Voltage Insulators Insulation (and support)

Electrical Equipment Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Various
Requirements

Scoping and Screening Results Page 2.5-10 R~at 201
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Technical Information

3.6.2.1.1 Non-Environmentally Qualified Insulated Cables and Connections

The Non-Environmentally Qualified Insulated Cables and Connections commodity group
is subdivided for AMR into the following categories:

* Non-Environmentally Qualified Insulated Cables and Connections

* Non-Environmentally Qualified Sensitive, High-Voltage, Low-Level Signal
Instrument Cables and Connections

• Non-Environmentally Qualified M4diiim Vol Power Cables 1( 400 V)j

* Cable Connections (Metallic Parts)

* Fuse Holders (Insulation)

* Fuse Holders (Metallic Clamp)

Materials

The materials of construction for the Non-Environmentally Qualified Insulated Cables
and Connections are:

* Various Organic Polymers

" Various Metals

* Silicon Dioxide

* Copper Alloy (fuse holder metallic clamp)

Environments

The Non-Environmentally Qualified Insulated Cables and Connections are exposed to
the following environments:

* Adverse localized environments

* Air - indoor uncontrolled

* Air - outdoor

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The aging effects requiring management for the Non-Environmentally Qualified Cables
and Connections exposed to adverse localized environments are the following:

* Electrical Failure

* Localized Damage and Breakdown of Insulation

* Loosening of Bolted Connections

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.6-2 -January-210to

•-Amendment 16]



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

* Reduced Insulation Resistance

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for the
Non-Environmentally Qualified Cables and Connections components:

* Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements

* Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Used in Instrumentation Circuits Program

" Electrical Cable Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements
Inspection ,- eEr

* InaccessibleoMadiumv-i',1,tage Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program

3.6.2.1.2 Metal-Enclosed Bus

The Metal-Enclosed Bus commodity group is subdivided for AMR into the following
categories:

* Metal-Enclosed Bus, Non-Segregated (Bus and Connections)

* Metal Enclosed Bus, Non-Segregated (Enclosure Assemblies)

* Metal-Enclosed Bus, Non-Segregated (Insulation and Insulators)

Materials

The materials of construction for the Metal-Enclosed Bus components are:

* Aluminum

* Copper

* Silver Plate

* Elastomers

* Fiberglass

* Galvanized Steel

* Porcelain

* Steel

* Stainless Steel
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The AMP is enhanced such that the scope includes inaccessible underground 400 V to 2 kV
power cables, in response to industry and plant-specific operating experience. The scope is also
enhanced such that the cable testing frequency will be at least once every 6 years, and the
electrical manhole inspections (for water collection) will occur at least annually. Also, manhole
inspections will be performed in response to event-driven occurrences (such as heavy rain or
flooding).

Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Table 3.6.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Electrical and I&C Cons ponents
Evaluated in Chapter VI of NUREG-1801 t

Item Aging Effect/ Aging Management Further
Number Component/Commodity Mechanism Programs Evaluatcon Discussion

Numbr gRecommendedl

3.6.1-01 Electrical equipment subject to Degradation due to Environmental Yes, TLAA This -tAA is evaluated in
10 CFR 50.49 environmental various aging Qualification of Electrical Sectio 4.4.
qualification (EQ) requirements mechanisms Components

Refer t Section 3.6.2.2.1 for
further i formation.

3.6.1-02 Electrical cables, connections, Reduced insulation Electrical Cables and No Consist ntwith NUREG-1 801.
and fuse holders (insulation) not resistance and Connections Not Subject
subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ electrical failure due to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
requirements to various physical, Requirements

thermal, radiolytic,
photolytic, and
chemical
mechanisms

3.6.1-03 Conductor insulation for Reduced insulation Electrical Cables and No Consistent ith NUREG-1801.
electrical cables and connections resistance and Connections Used in
used in instrumentation circuits electrical failure due Instrumentation Circuits
not subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ to various physical, Not Subject to 10 CFR
requirements that are sensitive thermal, radiolytic, 50.49 EQ Requirements
to reduction in conductor photolytic, and
insulation resistance (IR) chemical

mechanisms

3.6.1-04 Conductor insulation for Localized damage Inaccessible Medium- No Consistent wit NUREG-1801.
inaccessible medium voltage (2- and breakdown of Voltage Cables Not
kV to 35-kV) cables (e.g., insulation leading to Subject to 10 CFR 50.49
installed in conduit or direct electrical failure due EQ Requirements
buried) not subject to to moisture intrusion,
10 CFR 50.49 EQ requirements water trees
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Table 3.6.2-1 Aging Management Review Results - Electrical Component Commodity Groups

NUREG-Aging Effect AgnIangmn NotesablRow Component Intended Material Environment Requiring NotesNo. Type Function(s) Management Program Volume I Item
2 Item

Localized
Non- Adverse damage and I s twer

Environment- localized breakdown of InacesCable Not
ally Qualified Conduct Various environment insulation SVeltae Cables Not

tage Electricity Polymers exposure to electrical failure toeq 04
Power moisture and / moisture Requirements
Cables voltage intrusion, water Program

__.__trees

I(_ 400 V)l
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Plant-Specific Notes: 3
068 See Section 3.6.2.2.2 for a description of the surface contamination item affecting the high-voltage insulators in the Columbia

transformer yard.

The uninsulated ground conductors and connections are included in the license renewal scope because they are required for fire

0609 protection (from lightning-induced fires) on certain structures and for facilitating the operation of ground fault detection devices in
the event of ground fault or insulation failure on any electrical load or current (see Section 2.5.5.5). There are no aging effects
requiring management for the metallic components of the uninsulated ground conductors and connections.

Inaccessible underground power cables (400 V to 2kV) are included in response to recent industry and plant-
specific operating experience. In addition, the cable testing frequency will be at least once every 6 years, and

0610 the electrical manhole inspection frequency (for water collection) will be performed at least annually. Also,
manhole inspections will be performed in response to event-driven occurrences (such as heavy rain or

-Iflooding).
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Assurance Program Description (OQAPD) for Columbia, which implements the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

Prior to the period of extended operation, the elements of corrective actions,
confirmation process, and administrative controls in the OQAPD will be applied to
required aging management programs for both safety-related and non-safety related
structures and components determined to require aging management during the period
of extended operation.

A.1.2.1 Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection

The Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection detects and characterizes the conditions on
the bottom surfaces of the condensate storage tanks. The inspection provides direct
evidence through volumetric examination as to whether, and to what extent, a loss of
material due to corrosion has occurred in inaccessible areas (i.e., tank base and bottom
surface). \/4_ipro

The Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection is a new ee4ime inspection that will be
implemented prior to the period of extended operation. The inspection activities will be
conducted within the 10-year period prior to the period of extended operation.

A.1.2.2 Air Quality Sampling Program

The Air Quality Sampling Program is an existing prevention and condition monitoring
program that manages loss of material due to corrosion for Diesel Starting Air (DSA)
components that contain compressed air through periodic sampling of the air for
hydrocarbons, dewpoint, and particulates and periodic ultrasonic inspection of the DSA
System air receivers. In addition, the Air Quality Sampling Program ensures that the
Control Air System remains dry and free of contaminants, such that no aging effects
require management.

The Air Quality Sampling Program is supplemented by the Diesel Starting Air
Inspection, which provides verification of the effectiveness of the program in mitigating
the effects of aging in the DSA System dryers and the downstream piping and
components (excluding the DSA System air receivers).

A.1.2.3 Appendix J Program

The Appendix J Program is an existing monitoring program that detects degradation of
the Primary Containment and systems penetrating the Primary Containment, which are
the containment shell and primary containment penetrations including (but not limited
to) the personnel airlock, equipment hatch, control rod drive hatch, and drywell head.
The Appendix J Program provides assurance that leakage from the Primary
Containment will not exceed maximum values for containment leakage.
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minimized by verifying the quality of new fuel oil before it enters the emergency diesel
generator storage tanks and by periodic sampling to ensure that both the emergency
diesel generator tanks and fire protection tanks are free of water and particulates. The
Fuel Oil Chemistry Program is a mitigation program.

The Fuel Oil Chemistry Program is supplemented by the Chemistry Program
Effectiveness Inspection, which provides verification of the effectiveness of the program
in mitigating the effects of aging.

A.1.2.30 Heat Exchangers Inspection

The Heat Exchangers Inspection detects and characterizes the surface conditions with
respect to fouling of heat exchangers and coolers that are in the scope of the inspection'
and exposed to indoor air or to water with the chemistry controlled by the BWR Water
Chemistry Program or the Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program. The inspection
provides direct evidence as to whether, and to what extent, a reduction of heat transfer
due to fouling has occurred on the heat transfer surfaces of heat exchangers and
coolers.

The Heat Exchangers Inspection is a new one-time inspection that will be implemented
prior to the period of extended operation. The inspection activities will be conducted
within the 10-year period prior to the period of extended operation.

A.1.2.31 High-Voltage Porcelain Insulators Aging Management Program

The High-Voltage Porcelain Insulators Aging Management Program is an existing
program that manages the build-up of contamination (hard water residue) on the
surfaces of the 115-kV high-voltage insulators. The program provides for periodic
cleaning or recoating of insulators and visual inspection of the coating (if present) on the
high-voltage porcelain insulators between the 115-kV backup transformer and circuit
breaker E-CB-TRB located in the station transformer yard.

The High-Voltage Porcelain Insulators Aging Management Program is a preventive
maintenance program consisting of activities to mitigate potential degradation of the
insulation function due to hard water deposits. Uncoated insulators are inspected and
cleaned every two years. Coated insulators are visually inspected for damage every
two years and are re-coated every 10 year.

A.1.2.32 Inaccessible Medi-um FVAola Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program Insert A page A-18a

The- - Inaccessible- --MediumVoltage--Gables- Not--Subject - to-- -10-CFR-5049--.EQ
Requirements--Prograrm- marnages-the-aging-of--inacessible-medium-votage-cab.esthat
are re-wthin-thescope--of, -Iicense-,renewal-- -The
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Insert A (Ž 400 V) Power

The, Inatcessible -Mediurn-Voltage Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requir nents Program will manage the aging of in-scope, mcdim veltage

:'cables exposed to significant moisture and significant veltage. First tests or firsj [ 6
inspections for license renewal will be completed before the prio ended
operation. These cables will be tested at least once every ars to provide an
indication of the condition of the conductor insulation. The specific type of test
performed will be determined prior to the initial test, and is to be a proven test for
detecting deterioration of the insulation system due to wetting, such as power
factor, partial discharge, or polarization index, as described in EPRI TR -103834-
P1-2, or other testing that is state-of-the-art at the time the test is performed.
Significant moisture is defined as periodic exposures that last more than a few
days (e.g., cable in standing water). Periodic exposures that last less than a few
days (e.g., normal rain and drain) are not significant. Signifi.ant vltagc cxposurc

is efiedas being subjected to system voltage for mar~e than 25-0, of the time.
The mcisturc and vcltage exp..ures described as significant in these definitiens
arc noet significanit fer mnedium voltage cables that are designed fOr these
conditi (e.g., continuou.... wetting a•d continuous; en.rgF-ization are not

Riniiant for .ubmarin.e cable). In addition, inspection for water collection will
be performed based on actual plant experience with water accumulation ithe
manholes. However, the inspection frequency will be at least qc d.,.b-

in electrical manholes/ Fa nn uall I y

Manhole inspections will also be performed
periodically, in response to event-driven
occurrences (such as heavy rain or flooding).
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Table A-1
Columbia License Renewal Commitments

FSAR Enhancement

Item Number Commitment Supplement or
iporam Location Implementation

(LRA App. A) Schedule
1) Aboveground The Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection is a new atviy. A.1.2.1 Within the 10-

Steel Tanks The Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection detects and characterizes year period prior
Inspection the conditions on the bottom surfaces of the condensate storage to the period of

tanks. The 'rovides direct evidence as to whether, and to extended
what extent, the relev t effects of aging have occurred in operation.
inaccessible areas. p--rogram IThen ongoing.

2) Air Quality The Air Quality Sampling Program is an existing program that will be A.1.2.2 Ongoing
Sampling continued for the period of extended operation..
Program

3) Appendix J The Appendix J Program is an existing program that will be continued A.1.2.3 Ongoing
Program for the period of extended operation.

4) Bolting Integrity The Bolting Integrity Program is an existing program that will be A.1.2.4 Ongoing
Program continued for the period of extended operation.
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Table A-1

Columbia License Renewal Commitments

FSAR Enhancement

Item Number Power Commitment Supplement or
and lower service voltage Location Implementation
and, lor s(LRA App. A) Schedule

32) Inaccessible
-Meciittr-.

=elt~go.Cables
Not Subject to
10 CFR 50.49
EQ
Requirements
Program

The Inac lible'Veudimn-elttage Ca lls Not Subject to
10 CFR 50.49 Q Requirements Pr ram is a new program.

The Inaccessible= edium--Voltag Cables Not Subject to
10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requireme Program manages the aging of
inaccessible medium-voltage cables that are not environmentally
qualified and are within the scope of license renewal. The prograrr
provides for testing to identify the conditions of the conductor
insulation, and also provides for periodic inspection and drainage (i
necessary) of electrical manholes.

theL4.equency of the cable testing portion of the program will be on
every 18"years, with the first test to be performed prior to the perio(
of extended operation. The frequency of the manhole inspections
be at least e wtwuy•,, with the first inspections to b
performed prior to 1Wperiod of extended operation,

A.1.2.32 Implementation
prior to the period
of extended
operation.
Then ongoing.

The scope of the AMP will be enhanced to
include inaccessible power cables (400V to
2kV), in response to industry and plant-
specific operating experience.annually

33) Inservice The Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program is an existing program that A.1.2.33 Ongoing
Inspection (ISI) will be continued for the period of extended operation.
Program

34) Inservice The Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program - IWE is an existing program A.1.2.34 Ongoing
Inspection (ISI) that will be continued for the period of extended operation.
Program - IWE

35) Inservice The Inservice Inspection (IS[) Program - IWF is an existing program A.1.2.35 Ongoing
Inspection (ISI) that will be continued for the period of extended operation.
Program - IWF
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Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

XL.S8 Protective Coating Not credited for aging management. Columbia
Monitoring and Maintenance does not credit coatings inside the containment to
Program manage the effects of aging for structures and

components or to ensure that the intended
functions of coated structures and components are
maintained. Therefore, these coatings do not have
an intended function and do not require aging
management for license renewal.

XI.E1 Electrical Cables and Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to
Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements Program
10 CFR 50.49 Environmental See Section B.2.19.
Qualification Requirements

XI.E2 Electrical Cables Not Subject Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to
to 10 CFR 50.49 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements Used in
Environmental Qualification Instrumentation Circuits Pro ram
Requirements Used in See Section B.2.20. Power
Instrumentation Circuits

Xl.E3 Inaccessible Medium- Inaccessible-Med•lIumr-oltage Cables Not Subject
Voltage Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements Program
to 10 CFR 50.49 See Section B.2.32.
Environmental Qualification
Requirements

XI.E4 Metal-Enclosed Bus Metal-Enclosed Bus Program

See Section B.2.40.
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Table B-2
Consistency of Columbia Aging Management Programs with NUREG-1801

(continued)

Consistent
Consistent with

New C with NUPlant- EnhancementProgram Name Existing with NUREG- NUREG- Specific Required1801 1801 with.

Exceptions

Fire Water Program Existing Yes Yes
Section B.2.26

Flexible Connection
Inspection New Yes
Section B.2.27

Flow-Accelerated
Corrosion (FAC) Existing Yes -- Yes
Program
Section B.2.28

Fuel Oil Chemistry
Program Existing Yes
Section B.2.29

Heat Exchangers
Inspection New Yes
Section B.2.30

High-Voltage
Porcelain Insulators
Aging Management Existing Yes
Program
Section B.2.31

Inaccessible
=Aedib-a+AeItaga-
Cables Not Subject
to 10 CFR 50.49 New Yes
EQ Requirements
Program
Section B.2.32

Inservice Inspection
(ISI) Program Existing Yes ......
Section B.2.33

Inservice Inspection
(ISI) Program - IWE Existing Yes ......
Section B.2.34

JPower I
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B.2.1 Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection

Program Description program program

The Aboveground Steel Tanks nspection is a new ee-i me inspection that will detect
and characterize the conditio on the bottom surfaces of the carbon steel condensate
storage tanks. The et provides direct evidence through volumetric examination
as to whether, and to what extent, a loss of material due to crevice, general, or pitting
corrosion has occurred or is likely to occur in inaccessible areas (i.e., tank base and
bottom surface) that could result in a loss of intended function.

Implementation of the Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection, in conjunction with the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program, will provide added assurance that the pressure
boundary integrity of the condensate storage tanks is maintained consistent with the
current licensing basis during the period of extended operation.

NUREG-1801 Consistency program

The Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection is a new eme-time inspection for Columbia
that, in conjunction with the External Surfaces Monitoring Program, will be consistent
with the 10 elements of an effective aging management program as described in
NUREG-1801, Section XI.M29, "Aboveground Steel Tanks," with exceptions.

Exceptions to NUREG-1801

Progqram Elements Affected:

Preventive Actions

There is no sealant or caulking at the interface edge between the condensate
storage tanks and the concrete foundation.

Aging Management Program Elements

The results of an evaluation of each program element are provided below.

Scope of Program
The scope of the Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection includes the base (bottom
surface and foundation pad interface) of the condensate storage tanks (COND-

Periodic v TK-1A and COND-TK-1 B).

"'"•ýVolumetric examinations will be conducted on sample locations at the tank base to
detect evidence of a loss' of material due to crevice, general, or pitting corrosion or to
confirm a lack thereof.

Aging Management Programs Page B-26 ..... _y2Q4v
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Periodic inspection of the external surfaces of the tanks (including protective
coatings), other than the tank bottoms, is included in the scope of the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program.

Preventive Actions
The external surfaces of the condensate storage tanks have protective coatings that
are consistent with industry practice. However, there is no sealant or caulking at the
interface edge between the tanks and concrete foundation.

No other actions are taken as part of the Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection or the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program to prevent aging effects or to mitigate aging
degradation.

Parameters Monitored or Inspected
The Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection will determine wall thickness as a
measure of loss of material for the tank bottom.

The related parameters inspected by the External Surfaces Monitoring Program
include visual evidence of a loss of material or other degradation.

Detection of Aging Effects
The Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection will use established volumetric
examination techniques performed by qualified personnel to inspect locations on the
bottom surface of a condensate storage tank to determine whether, and to what
extent, a loss of material has occurred or is likely to occur during the period of
extended operation.

The Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection will be conducted after the issuance of the
renewed license and prior to the end of the current operating license for Columbia

epefatF4. The activities will be conducted no earlier than 10 years prior to the end
of the current operating license, so that conditions are more representative of the
conditions expected during the period of extended operation.

The results of this inspection will supplement the existing inspection of accessible
external surfaces conducted by the External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

Monitoring and Trending
Wo ac~tions are takeen as part of the Abovegiroundd Steel1 Tanks InspectionA to monito
,A oUrPtrd in.pection reult.... ThiG is A- oe time i.spe.t..R actiVity that will use
volumetricp exa;mination techniqueS to determine if, and to What extent, furthe
actions, inclu1ding mRoniteorin and trending9, m~ay be requirFed.

to serve as a baseline evaluation for tank bottom thickness. The inspections will be ongoing at
10 year intervals through the period of extended operation. The inspection interval will be
shortened, if needed, dependent upon the results of the baseline inspection.

4
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The examination techniques for accessible external surfaces, including the
condensate storage tanks, are described in the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program.

Acceptance Criteria
Indications or relevant conditions of degradation detected during the inspections will
be compared to pre-determined acceptance criteria, i.e., minimum wall thickness. If
the acceptance criteria are not met, then the indications and conditions will be
evaluated under the corrective action program to determine whether they could
result in a loss of component intended function during the period of extended
operation.

Acceptance criteria for degradation of external surfaces, including the coatings for
the condensate storage tanks, are described in the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program.

* Corrective Actions
This element is common to Columbia programs and
aging management during the period of extended
Section B.1.3.

" Confirmation Process
This element is common to Columbia programs and
aging management during the period of extended
Section B.1.3.

" Administrative Controls
This element is common to Columbia programs and
aging management during the period of extended
Section B.1.3.

activities that are credited with
operation and is discussed in

activities that are credited with
operation and is discussed in

activities that are credited with
operation and is discussed in

* Operating Experience
Ithere is no I The Aboveground Steel Tanks Inspection is a new te-t4iMe inspection aet-v4*y fors -ow whiclA plant operating experience hsa not 6hown the occu'-rrcc of the

form,,ntionod"' aging" oct." Th inspection provides for confirmation of material
baseline con itions near e perio o extended operation. The elements comprising the

inspection activity are to be consistent with industry practice.

No instances of degradation of condensate storage tanks were identified in a review
of condition reports. However, to provide added assurance that the component
intended function will be maintained during the period of extended operation,
inspection of the bottom surface is conservatively warranted.

Aging Management Programs Page B-28
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The operating experience associated with the existing External Surfaces Monitoring
Program, which includes the accessible portions of the condensate storage tanks, is
addressed under the External Surfaces Monitoring Program evaluation.

Required Enhancements

Not applicable, this is a new activity.
Imanage the

Conclusion

Implementation of the Aboveground Steel Tank nspection (in conjunction with the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program) will vert,' that thlre are no aging effects
requiring management for the bottom surfaces of the condensate storage tanks or will
identify corrective actions7 p...ibly including prFogramm.atic .v.. ight, to be taken to
ensure that the condensate storage tank intended function will be maintained consistent
with the current licensing basis during the period of extended operation.
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IPower Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

B.2.32 Inaccessible=Me-iiumd.-eVoltage=Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program

power
Program Description Power

The Inaccessible =MeditmýVoeltage= Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program will manage the aging of inaccessible med•umwvottage-electricalpoer cab are. not environmentally qualified and subject to wetting within the scope of

license renewal. ram provides for the periodic testing of non-environmentally
qualified inaccessible . electrical cables, in order to determine if age-
related degradation is occurring, and includes a provision for the inspection of
associated manholes to identify any collection of water. The program will provide
reasonable assurance that the electrical components will continue to perform their
intended functions for the period of extended operation. 400 V

power
Energized mediu m calesdefined as 1t&1e 35kV) that are exposed to wetting
(standing water or condensation) in inaccessible locations are vulnerable to loss of
dielectric strength and ý .degradation mechanism known as water treeing. The
formation of water trees (gradien ckýsin the insulation) can lead to electrical
failure. An inaccessible location may be a conrench, a duct bank, an
underground vault, or a direct-buried installation . for medium-voltage cables

•Powerý I above 2 kV, to "

The Inaccessible =Mehium--VoZtage- Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
SRequirements Program is a new aging management program that will be implementedto the period of extended operation, with the cable testing portion to be performed

every 4-l years thereafter, and the manhole inspection portion to be performed at least
e•'e .years thereafter. <

annuallyI NUREG-1801 Consistency-PoroNt

The Inaccessible =-Medium=Voltage- Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program is a new Columbia program t t will be consistent with the 10
elements of an effective aging management program described in NUREG-1801,
Section XI.E3, "Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables N Subject to 10 CFR 50.49
Environmental Qualification Requirements".

In addition, manhole inspections will be
Exceptions to NUREG-1801 performed in response to event-driven

occurrences (such as heavy rain or flooding).
None.

Aging Management Program Elements

The results of an evaluation of each program element are provided below.
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Columbia Generating Station
2ower License Renewal Application

113.2.32 Technical Information'

Scope of Program
The Inaccessible,,,,iumV,.tag Cables Not Subject to 10CFR50.49 EQ
Requirements Program involves two parts: first, the actions to inspect the plant
manholes (and to drain them, if necessary) on a periodic basis; and second, the
development of a testing program to confirm that the conductor insulation on the
cables is not degrading. and Ipower (- 400 V)

This program applies to medium-veltege bleithin the scope of li •se renewal
that meet the criteria of an inaccessible locatiorn, exposure to wetting, and expesutwe-
to .ignifi..nt vltage. Significant moisture is defined as periodic exposure to
moisture that lasts more than a few days (e.g., cables in standing water). Periodic
exposure to moisture that lasts less than a few days (i.e., normal rain and drain) is
not significant. Significant voltage expos"re•r is de-fined as beig uj , t system
vo!tage for more than t'enty-fiVe percent of the time.

o Preventive Actions
The Inaccessible h,-@d,,-_\n- Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR50.49 EQ
Requirements Program will include periodic preventive actions to inspect for water
collection in electrical manholes, and to remove water (as necessary).<-7

o Parameters Monitored or Inspected Insert A, page B-1 33a

The specific type of test to be utilized in the Inaccessible Medium Ve•a#& Cables
Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements Program will be determined prior to
the initial test. The implementing documents will specify a proven test (such as
power factor, partial discharge, or polarization index, as described in EPRI TR-
103834-P1-2) for detecting the deterioration of the insulation system due to wetting
(and energization), and will, reflect the actual test methodology prior to the initial
performance of the cable testing. In addition, the provisions for inspecting and
draining (if necessary) the electricallianholes will be described in the implementing
documents. \ For the non-shielded cables, insulation

Effectser resistance (megger) testing may be
o Detection of Aging Effect lutilized also.

The Inaccessible Medium Votge Cables Not Subject to 1U_ bU.4 U
Requirements Program will provide -for the testing of in-scope mediUM-veltage
cables to detect degradation of the conductor insulation. The program will utilize a
proven test for detecting deterioration of the cable insulation due to wetting (eaId I

ner~egization9). TFhe program9 Will alse eonduet inspeetions of the electrieal manholes
to dletect water ealletia, 81nd tO drain the F19anhelec (if nieecesar;). poweF-•--/l~l poweri-

The cable testing will be performed at least once every J6 years, with the first test to
occur during t!he 10-year peried- prior to the end of the current operating license. Th4e
inspections forF water collection will be performed based on actual plant operating
.. p.rience with water accumflulationi the . .lanhel..• However, the in.pectio

Aging Management Programs Page B-133 •January-2O1-
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A

The inspection frequency for water collection is established and performed based on
plant-specific operating experience with water accumulation (in the electrical manholes)
over time and also event-driven occurrences, such as heavy rain or flooding. The
manholes will be inspected at least annually and will also be inspected after events that
could cause water to accumulate to the level of installed cables.or conduits.

Aging Management Programs Page B-1 33a Amendment 16



I although the ability to trend results is dependent on the specific type oftest(s) or inspection chosen. Results that are trendable provide information
on the rate of cable insulation degradation.

B3-2.32
,Columbia Generating Statiln
License Renewal Applicati n

Technical Informati n

The first inseci" . ccu.frcqucncEy will be at least once cfh; tf years.
-An '-n-nrn iirnv ..

Monitoring and Trending IL '
The Inaccessible Mcdium Voltagc Cables Not Subject 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program will 4:K# include trending actions..If.........s.are donc
during the testing, they will be addressed at that time under the corrective actionr
program. The results of• the manhole ipcto i ll... +o ded .uch that
h-,Aeas;in vwat•r levels, or the need f more freque•,t peiorman, e of draining, can
t' i . Iitj.

F-EýE
o Acceptance Criteria

The acceptance criteria for each test in the Inaccessible MedCuables Not
Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements Program will be defined by the specific
type of test to be performed. The type of test will be determined prior to the initial
utilization of the program. The implementing documents will contain specific
information on the acceptance criteria for each test.

* Corrective Actions
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
aging management during the period of extended operation and is discussed in
Section B.1.3. Power [Insert B, page B-134a

In addition, for the Inaccessible .... u Voltage- CabjeNot Subject to 10 CFR
50.49 EQ Requirements Program, an@ ,,,n evaluatio is pFa. . Fm. . hn ..th
test acecptance criteria ar .nctet in rder , cnsurc that the intended fun•ctins of
the elcetrieal cables ean be maintained eensistcnt with the urrent liccnsing ba is.
Sueh an evaluationi will conswdcr the Signifianec of the test rcsults, the operabilityoef'
the component, the rcportability of the event, the extent of the benccrnl, the potcnta
reet causes fo r not mneeting the test ta eeptanec criteria, the corrective action
required, and the likelihoed of recurrcncee When an uinacecptablc ceonition or
situateion is identified, a -determfinlation1 Will be m~ade as to whcthcr the same condition
or Situa!tien is applicable to ethorinaei Ii scope mnedium voltage cables.

Confirmation Process
This element is common to
aging management during
Section B.1.3.

Administrative Controls
This element is common to
aging management during
Section B.1.3.

Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
the period of extended operation and is discussed in

Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
the period of extended operation and is discussed in

Aging Management Programs Page B-134 -January-2010G
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A

Acceptance criteria for inspection of manholes are defined by the observation that the
cables are not submerged or immersed in standing water at the time of inspection.

Insert B

corrective actions are taken and an engineering evaluation is performed when the test
or inspection acceptance criteria are not met. Such an evaluation considers the
significance of the test or inspection results, the operability of the component, the
reportability of the event, the extent of the concern, the potential root causes for not
meeting the test or inspection acceptance criteria, the corrective actions required, and
the likelihood of recurrence. When an unacceptable condition or situation is identified, a
determination is made as to whether the same condition or situation is applicable to
other accessible or inaccessible, in-scope power cables. Actions may include the
installation of sump pumps and alarms, the installation of permanent drainage systems,
and the implementation of a cable condition monitoring program. As discussed in the
Appendix for GALL, the staff finds the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
acceptable to address the corrective actions.
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information
Power

Operating Experience
The Inaccessible =Medium=Voeltage= Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program is a new program for which there is no site-specific operating
experience. Based on review of plant-specific and industry operating experience,
the identified aging effects require management for the period. of extended
operation.

Plant operating experience has shown that the corrective action program has
addressed issues of cable degradation in recent years. Control cables, instrument
cables, and low-voltage power cables have been identified with degraded insulation,
primarily as a result of exposure to excessive localized overheating. There have
been no failures of cables directly attributed to water treeing. Columbia has not
experienced any degradation failures of medium-voltage cables. However, two 480-
V power cables have failed due to damage incurred during installation and
subsequent moisture intrusion. One medium-voltage cable failed because it
exceeded its ampacity rating. electrical Insert A, page B-1 35a J

Recent inspections of m,,dium,,-;'Ylta•gemanhole entified two manholes adjacent to
the cooling towers with standing water he source of water has not been
determined. This is a current lice ig basis issue, and the corrective action
program will be used to determin e source, to correct or mitigate the problem, and
to determine the future ins ion frequency needed based- on the cause and the
corrective actions taken. search of plant operating experience identified no other
cases of mnedium veltage manholes having water intrusion. Industry operating
experience will be consik ed in the development of this program.

•electrical [/
Required Enhancements Insert B, page B-135a

Wot appliablc, th i eprgram.

Conclusion Power

The Inaccessible =Me-•:'m=Vao(tage- Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program will manage degradation of conductor 'insulation for
inaccessible, non-environmentally qualified mnedi.. vltage cables. The Inaccessible

=M6d;um=.o~l4tag Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ uirements Program will
provide reasonable assurance that the aging effects will be naged.such that the
inaccessible, non-environmentally qualified iedium-voitage cab s subject to aging
management review will continue to perform their intended fu ions onsistent with the
current licensing basis for the period of extended operation. Li

1power
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A

Also, in September 2010, an electrical manhole in the transformer yard was found full of
water. It was determined that the configuration of the manhole, a sloped ground-level
cable trough entering from the side, allowed a build-up of water related to suspected
problems with the French drain. The drain will be repaired via the corrective action
program. The complementary manhole (for the other electrical train) was found to be
totally dry.

Insert B

The program will include inaccessible underground power cables (400 V to 2kV), in
response to industry and plant-specific operating experience. In addition, the program
will perform cable testing on a frequency of at least every 6 years, with the inspections
of electrical manholes having a frequency of at least annually. Also, manhole
inspections will be performed in response to event-driven occurrences (such as heavy
rain or flooding).
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